
Year 1:   Autumn  1 

Bridging project 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘I wonder why soap makes bubbles’ by Barbara Taylor 

Revise how to make bubbles.  

Dissolve cornflour in water, stirring well, then gently stir in the remaining ingredients. Avoid creating too much 

froth. Allow the mixture to sit for at least an hour, stirring occasionally if you see the cornflour settling to the 

bottom. 

Know how to blow up a balloon with yeast. Fill a bottle up with about 3cm of warm water. 

Add all of the yeast packet and gently swirl the bottle a few seconds. (As the yeast dissolves, it becomes active – it 

comes to life). Add the sugar and swirl it around some more. Like people, yeast needs energy (food) to be active, so 

we will give it sugar. Now the yeast is “eating. Blow up the balloon a few times to stretch it out then place the neck 

of the balloon over the neck of the bottle. Let the bottle sit in a warm place for about 20 minutes. If all goes well the 

balloon will begin to inflate! 

Learn the idea of gas and that gas takes up space and it is different to liquid and solid.  

 

 

Link 1:  know the names of parts of a head 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas 

Share read ‘My body’ by Marha Rustad 

Draw around their heads. Add on and label key parts of their heads using scientific language i.e. jaw, ear lobe, 

tongue, eye socket, forehead, chin, cheek, eye.  

Add labels to photographs of others’ heads.  

Ask and then answer questions about parts of the head e.g. why do people sneeze? Are all eyes blue? Are foreheads 

half the height of someone’s head?  

Learn that scientists come up with a question and then test it out.  

Test out and try to find an answer to their questions.  

 

Link 2:  know the parts of an eye  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas 

Share read ‘My body’ by Marha Rustad 

Revise the parts of a head.   

Learn about eyes.  



Learn about the job of an optician. Learn that some people need glasses and understand why that is. Learn that 

people who wear glasses should be respected and not teased.  

Learn the parts of an eye e.g. eye brow, eye lash, eye socket.  

Ask questions e.g. are all eyes blue? How far can you read? Read an optician’s wall chart. Understand that some 

glasses make things look closer.  

Learn that to see objects we need a light source and in pure darkness we cannot see things.  

Identify what happens when you use binoculars, magnifying glasses. Use magnifying glasses with parts of the body. 

Write answers to their questions.   

 

Link 3:  know the names of parts of the body  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas 

Share read ‘My body’ by Marha Rustad 

Revise the parts of a head and eyes.    

Draw around themselves on a disposable apron/large piece of paper.  

Identify and label neatly body parts e.g. neck, collar bone, shoulder, arms, fingers, elbows, legs, feet, ankles.  

Ask questions that they can find the answer to e.g. Are legs the same length as arms? Are arms out at a span the 

same length as someone’s height? What does a knee do?  

Find out the answers to their own questions.  

Write up their answers.  

 

Link 4:  know that a X-Ray can show inside the body 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas 

Share read ‘My body’ by Marha Rustad 

Revise the parts of a head, eyes and parts of the body.  

Learn about X-rays. Understand this is a scientific way of taking photographs of people’s insides. Identify where 

some key parts of the body are e.g. lungs, heart, stomach.  

Using last week’s apron/picture add in stomach, heart, lungs.  

Add these labels to photos of other’s bodies.  

Ask questions e.g. what does the stomach do, can you hear your heart using a stethoscope.  

Write answers to their questions. 

 

Link 5:  know that inside our bodies there is a skeleton 



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas 

Share read ‘My body’ by Marha Rustad 

Revise the parts of a head, eyes and parts of the body.  

Learn about bones in the skeleton. Add bones onto their picture/apron.  

Create a skeleton model.  

Understand that X-rays can identify bones in a body and when someone has a fracture they will need an X-ray.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know the names of the main parts of the body and how to 

measure them 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas 

Share read ‘My body’ by Marha Rustad 

Revise the parts of a head, eyes and parts of the body. Revise bones and organs.   

Learn that scientists make measurements to answer the questions they ask.  

Look at photos and video clips of the world’s tallest people and the world’s shortest people. Learn that everyone 

should be respected regardless of height and different things can affect height and it can change over a lifetime. 

Identify the height, feet, chest, waist, leg length arm length of the world’s tallest and shortest people.  

Measure each other and ask questions e.g. how many of the class would equal the same height as the tallest person; 

who is the tallest in the class?  

Write up answers to their questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:   Autumn  2 

Link 1:  know about how we are able to smell things 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/  

Share read ‘Your body, your senses’ by Peter Riley 

Revise what they have learnt so far about parts of the body. Learn about the nose.  

Understand how we small things because of particles filling our noses. Learn that some things do not smell because 

they do not emit particles e.g. steel.  

Learn that tiny hairs in the nose send a message to the brain and it is useful because it can tell us of danger or food is 

off. Create a smell table.  

Understand that particles travel and so smells can travel e.g. perfume.  

Understand how the nose is connected to the lungs and we breathe through our noses. 

Write about how humans smell things.  

 

Link 2:  know about how we are able to taste things 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/  

Share read ‘Your body, your senses’ by Peter Riley 

Revise what they have learnt so far about parts of the body. Revise the nose and the sense of smell.  

Learn about taste. Understand that people have taste buds.  

Use magnifying glasses to look at each other’s tongues.  

Learn that when we eat, the food rubs against the taste buds which sends messages to the brain.  

Learn the 5 tastes ie sweet, sour, bitter, salt and umami.  

Label different foods with the 5 tastes.  

Understand that for some people things taste different. Learn that smell and taste are connected and give 

information to the brain. Understand that taste changes as we get older. Do some blind testing to taste food e.g. 

apple/potato slice; a blue apple slice.  

Write about how we taste things. 

 

Link 3:  know about how we are able to touch things 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/  

Share read ‘Your body, your senses’ by Peter Riley 

Revise what they have learnt so far about parts of the body. Revise the nose and the sense of smell; the tongue and 

the sense of taste.  



Learn about the sense of touch. Learn that our skin has nerves which sends information to our brains to tell us if 

something is hot or cold, sharp, sticky.  

Understand that without touch we would not know when our feet are hitting the floor.  

Explore touching different textures e.g. bubbles, metal, silk, fur, slime, shaving foam, sandpaper, treacle. Blind test 

their touch.  

Write about what they touch. 

 

Link 4:  know about how we are able to hear things 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/  

Share read ‘Your body, your senses’ by Peter Riley 

Revise what they have learnt so far about parts of the body. Revise the nose and the sense of smell; the tongue and 

the sense of taste.  

Learn about the ear are the sense of hearing. Understand that sound is made when something moves or vibrates. 

Understand that tiny hairs in the ears pick up messages about sounds.  

Complete a blind listening test and understand that some sounds are stored in our memories so that we recognise 

them.  

Write about how we hear something.   

Understand how a drum works and why we can hear a drum sounding.  

Make a bottle top clacker and a kazoo, ice cube tray xylophone, tin can drums, tissue shaker. Test the distance we 

can or cannot hear things from.  

Write up the answers to their questions. 

 

Link 5:  know about how we are able to see things 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/  

Share read ‘Your body, your senses’ by Peter Riley 

Revise what they have learnt so far about parts of the body. Revise the nose and the sense of smell; the tongue and 

the sense of taste. Revise the sens of hearing and touch.  

Revise what they have learnt about sight and parts of the eye and how we see things.  

Look at different candles. Talk to each other about what they can smell, hear, see in a lit candle. Explain they will be 

using 3 senses combined. Understand how the light of the candle helps us see things.  

Think of questions they would like to find the answer to as scientists e.g. which candle gives off most light? Which 

candle has the longest flame? Which candles drops most wax? What happens when you blow a flame slightly?  

Write up the answers to their questions.  

 

 



Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about how people live with and without five of our 

senses 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/  

Share read ‘Your body, your senses’ by Peter Riley 

Revise about how we touch, hear, small, hear and see.  

Learn about how we adapt but are still very successful when we  lack on of these main senses.  

Watch clips of blind people, loss of hearing, those without touch or taste or smell. Learn that the other senses 

compensate.  

Receive a visit form a blind person/hearing impaired and learn how we should respect them.  

Write about what it would be like without one of the main senses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:   Spring  1 

Link 1:  know about some of the animals that live in the Antarctic 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses 

Share read Antarctica’ by Steffi Cavell-Clarke 

Identify where the Antarctic is in relation to where we live.  

Look at video clips from space to identify where they are. Identify what they already know.  

Identify what animals live in the arctic and which live in the Antarctic. Learn that polar bears can’t be found in the 

Antarctic. Add in some unusual animals and test out why or why can’t they live there e.g. an elephant, lizard, frog. 

Picking a type of penguin, research how it lives. 

Write about their animal and its habitat. 

 

Link 2:  know about what Antarctic animals eat 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses 

Share read Antarctica’ by Steffi Cavell-Clarke 

Revise where the Antarctic in relation to where we live and what animals can and cannot live there. 

Learn what different polar animals eat and that a food chain is interconnected e.g. if there are no fish, the penguins 

will go hungry 

Learn about feeding through the lens of an animal e.g. penguin, walrus, sealion 

 

Link 3:  know about the structure of an Antarctic animal 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses 

Share read Antarctica’ by Steffi Cavell-Clarke 

Revise where the Antarctic in relation to where we live and what animals can and cannot live there. 

Learn about the structure of the animal and how these have adapted to meet the surroundings e.g. thick fur, 

blubber, long snout, sharp claws.  

Look at the skeleton of an Antarctic animal. Identify the parts of the animal from the skeleton 

Write about their animal and how it is suited to its environment. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about how humans would have to adapt to be able to 

survive in the Antarctic 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses 



Share read ‘Antarctica’ by Steffi Cavell-Clarke 

Revise where the Antarctic in relation to where we live and what animals can and cannot live there. 

Think about what clothes would work best in the arctic.  

Test out which clothes work best outside in feeling warm.  

Understand layers of clothes help humans stay warm.  

Use this knowledge to predict what might happen to keep a cup of tea warm.  

Test different materials surrounding the mug/cup to see which stays at a warm temperature the longest.  

Write up their conclusion and relate this to animals such as humans keeping arm.  

Look at videos and clips of explorers to the south pole.  

Think about gloves and the job that they have to do e.g. keep hands warm, be flexible, water/snow proof. Discuss 

with the children which are the best gloves for different climates or jobs.  

Create a test to answer their questions e.g. woollen knitted gloved are best for picking up something from the 

bottom of an ice bucket.  

Which are the best gloves for keeping warm but playing Jenga?  

Write up the answers to their questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:   Spring  2 

Link 1:  know that materials have different properties 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses 

Share read ‘everyday materials’ by Peter Riley  

Learn that different materials have different properties.  

Revise the materials they used to keep warm and why they kept warm but also some of the drawbacks from 

properties e.g. woollen gloves let in water.  

Imagine that they are on a desert island. Create ideas about what they would do to make a shelter.  

Watch video clips e.g. Madagascar; Robinson Crusoe of making shelters. Discuss what it needs to do and how this 

will affect the chosen materials e.g. silver foil might not be used to keep the shelter up and wool might not be used 

to keep the roof waterproof.  

Thinks about materials that could be used to protect from rain, sun, wind, etc.  

Write an explanation about why some materials are used for a shelter.  

 

Link 2:  know that some materials are sturdy to use for shelter 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses 

Share read ‘everyday materials’ by Peter Riley  

Revise that different materials have different properties.  

Using materials construct a shelter for a plant bulb.  

Test this out e.g. pour water on it, blow it with a hair dryer, put weights on it to test its strength.  

Write up the results of their tests and make suggestions for improving their shelters.  

 

Link 3:  know that some materials float and some sink 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses 

Share read ‘everyday materials’ by Peter Riley  

Revise that different materials have different properties.  

Think about escaping from their island by constructing a boat. Understand that some materials can float or can be 

joined together to make something that floats and is water resistant.  

Test out different materials to see whether they could be used to make a boat to get away from their island e.g. 

leaves, sticks, papers, seeds, nuts etc.  

Test different materials out to find out their properties.  

Write about whether the properties of some materials would help then to float.  



Learn about life jackets and how and why these work. Think also about arm bands and rubber rings and why they 

help people to swim/stay afloat.  

Test out a doll/figure being kept afloat.  

Test out arm bands and floatation devices to find out at what point they fail and will sink.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to use the properties of materials to make a 

strudy forest shelter 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses 

Share read ‘everyday materials’ by Peter Riley  

Revise that different materials have different properties.  

Thinking about what they have learnt this half term consider how they could make a human shelter that is sturdy, 

waterproof etc.  

Test different materials with weights on e.g. paper, wood, metal, straw etc. Consider which would make a good roof 

for their shelters.  

Make a final shelter for themselves in the forest and write up why they have chosen the materials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:   Summer  1 

Link 1:  know how to sort animals into invertebrates and non-invertebrates 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses/ materials/  

Share read ‘interesting invertebrates’ by Heidi Moore 

Understand the concept of vertebrate and invertebrate.  

Learn about the different types of animals that can be classed as invertebrates e.g. fish, birds, insect.  

Create a vertebrate table/tree to classify those with and without backbones.  

 

Link 2:  know how to treat and handle invertebrates 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses/ materials/  

Share read ‘interesting invertebrates’ by Heidi Moore 

Revise the concept of vertebrate and invertebrate.  

Learn how to treat, handle, observe invertebrate closely and to be kind to animals.  

Go on a invertebrate safari in the school grounds.  

Organise their own recording charts, magnifying glasses, cameras. Identify invertebrates in the grounds and record 

them in their own way.  

Record where they live, what they look like, size, food.  

Write about what is a vertebrate and invertebrate.  

 

Link 3:  know what invertebrates eat 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses/ materials/  

Share read ‘interesting invertebrates’ by Heidi Moore 

Revise the concept of vertebrate and invertebrate.  

Use research to identify the types of invertebrates that they found.  

Label the different parts e.g. head. Learn about the food chain ie they eat grass and vegetation and are the food for 

birds.  

Learn about food chains. Understand the idea of predator and prey. Think about where animals get their food if 

humans do not intervene and provide it. Learn the link between birds, insects and vegetation. Think about what 

would happen if there were no insect to the vegetation and to the birds etc.  

Use other simple invertebrates as part of a food chain e.g. fish, owl, eagle.  

 

Write about what the invertebrates that they have found eat 



 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to describe an invertebrate using correct 

vocabulary  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses/ materials/  

Share read ‘interesting invertebrates’ by Heidi Moore 

Revise the concept of vertebrate and invertebrate.  

Observe an invertebrate closely or through a magnifier e.g. snail, slug, moth.  

Pick an invertebrate ask and answer questions e.g. what food does a snail like best? Are snails born with shells? Can 

snails change shells? Do snails poo?  

Write up their answers.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1: summer 2  

Link 1:  know about seagull habitats, what they eat and why they are seen at the seaside 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses/ materials/  

Share read ‘British birds’ by Victoria Munson 

Learn about seagulls look at images and video clips.  

Revise the term ‘habitat.’ Talk and think about the seagull habitats. Where do they rest? Where do they nest? 

Talk about how seagulls are suited to live near the sea e.g. they can float on water, they can dive under water for 

fish.  

Think about the body of a seagull, label the different parts and why the different parts are suited to where they live 

e.g. long beak to pick fish out of the sea. 

Know the features of birds – do all birds have the same key features e.g. beaks, wings, feathers?  

Learn about some birds which are exceptions e.g. non-flying penguins and ostriches. 

List the common features of a bird. 

Write a few sentences about how sea gulls are suited to their habitats.  

 

Link 2:  know about puffin habitats, what they eat and why they are seen at the seaside 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses/ materials/  

Share read ‘British birds’ by Victoria Munson 

Learn about puffin look at images and video clips.  

Revise the term ‘habitat.’ Talk and think about the puffin habitats. Where do they rest? Where do they nest? 

Talk about how puffins are suited to live near the sea e.g. they can float on water, they can dive under water for fish.  

Know that puffins are much smaller than seagulls and they can get hunted by other larger birds. 

Think about the body of a puffin, label the different parts and why the different parts are suited to where they live 

e.g. long beak to pick fish out of the sea. 

Revise the features of birds. Use a checklist to identify if an animal is a bird or not e.g. invertebrate, feathers, beak, 

two legs. 

Think about and discuss what dangers are there for puffins and why they are becoming scarce. 

Understand the concept of endangered.  

Write a few sentences about how puffins are suited to their habitats and what might happen to them if something 

affects their habitat. 

 

 

Link 3:  know about crab habitats, what they eat and why they are seen at the seaside 



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses/ materials/  

Share read ‘British birds’ by Victoria Munson 

Learn about crabs look at images and video clips in water and on land. Talk about what they look like and their 

habitat. 

Think about their habitats, burrows and how crabs are suited to the sea and rock pools.  

Learn about what crabs eat.  

Think about the body of a crab and label the different parts and why the different parts are suited to where they live 

e.g. hard shell, pincers to find food. 

Know the features of crabs and other shell fish. Do they all have hard shells? Do they all have pincers? What about 

Oysters, lobsters and shrimps and prawns? 

Research different shellfish and label the parts.  

Write about how crabs are suited to their habitats. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know the features of birds, shellfish and the similarities and 

differences to humans 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses/ materials/  

Share read ‘British birds’ by Victoria Munson 

Revise the features of birds and shellfish. Look at images and video clips. 

From a group of animals, classify and sort them into groups: bird, shellfish, neither.    

Learn about the effect of the sun on the human body.  

Learn about sunburn and sun stroke. Learn some of the ways we keep ourselves safe from the sun.  

Think about we have to have protection but you don’t see seagulls, crabs or puffins wearing shades or covered in 

sun cream.  

Identify similarities and differences between humans, shellfish and birds and write these into sentences. 

 

Bridging project: 

Share read about insects.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn/ spring/ summer/ winter/ decay/ light/ dark/ dim 

/bright / heat /electric / fire / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ senses/ materials/  

Revise the features of birds and shellfish. 

Look at images and videos of wasps and bees. 

Know that there are many different types of bee and wasp just like there are many types of human. 

Identify features of a bee and a wasp. Label the different parts of a bee and a wasp.  

Think about why neither are shellfish or birds.  



Think about habitats of bees and wasps.  

Learn about hives and wasp nests. Look at videos and images.  

Learn ways of preventing and reacting to a sting.  

Ask questions and write the answers e.g. can bees sneeze? Do wasps poo?  

List the features of an insect. Are bees and wasps insects? Why? How do we know?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


